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and restaurateur from New Westminster, British Columbia. He is the founder and CEO of Dopo, a
casual Italian restaurant and bar, and the owner of several other restaurants in the Vancouver area.

Early life and education Chiu was born and raised in New Westminster, British Columbia. He is the
son of a restaurant owner and his father's restaurant was founded by Chiu's grandfather. Chiu

graduated from the Vancouver School of Art in 2011. In 2014, Chiu was named one of the Top 50
rising stars in the culinary world. Career Chef Chiu started his career as a pastry chef at his family

restaurant, and later on worked at Angler's Roadside Fish & Chips, where he served as a dishwasher
and prep cook. The restaurant was later sold and he worked in other restaurants in Vancouver while

taking his first steps in the industry. In 2012, Chiu founded Siam, a Thai restaurant in the Vancouver
area and later opened Capri Chiu, a casual Italian restaurant in New Westminster. Capri Chiu was

featured on YVR Food with Gavin Crawford. Business Chiu is the owner of the restaurant Dopo, a
casual Italian restaurant and bar located in Vancouver, BC. The restaurant is part of Chiu's Dopo

casual dining concept, which includes two other casual restaurants in the same building: a sushi bar in
the basement named 'Dopo, which specializes in Japanese sushi dishes, and another restaurant in the

upstairs bar named Yuppie Chili, which serves American style and fusion foods, as well as craft beer.
In April 2017, the restaurant was voted number 14 on Canada's Top 50 restaurants. In January 2018,

Dopo was named the No.1 restaurant in Canada by Zagat Survey, becoming the first Vancouver-
based restaurant to top this list. Personal life Chiu lives in Vancouver, BC. He is married to
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